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Introduction

At any given moment, about half of private sector workers are not covered by any employer-sponsored retirement plan. To close this coverage gap, 18 states are considering retirement savings initiatives. These efforts have been spurred by the lack of action at the federal level – which would be preferable to a patchwork of state plans – and the apparent inability of existing employer-sponsored plans to solve the problem.

But the state initiatives are still at an early stage. To date, just two states – California and Connecticut – have completed “feasibility studies” to determine whether their initiatives can generate sufficient account balances and employer support to be successful. Both states propose a mandate on employers to either set up a retirement plan already available in the market or join a state program of individual retirement accounts with automatic enrollment (“auto-IRAs”). This brief focuses on lessons learned from these two states to inform other states considering similar efforts.

The discussion proceeds as follows. The first section describes the California and Connecticut initiatives. The second section presents three lessons learned from their feasibility studies: 1) high rates of employee participation can be expected; 2) employers are split in their support, but they will not discourage participation by employees; and 3) program design and implementation are critical. The final section concludes that while the work done by California and Connecticut suggests a promising outlook for auto-IRAs, success will depend on how well the programs are implemented.

Background on California and Connecticut

California was the first to pass a law expanding retirement coverage, when, in 2012, it established a state-sponsored auto-IRA program, the Secure Choice Retirement Savings Program. Under the Secure Choice program, businesses in California with five or more employees that do not offer a retirement savings plan would be required to automatically enroll their workers in an IRA. The legislation established a trust to hold program assets and a board to study the feasibility of the program. To be considered feasible, the program must be exempt from the Employee Retire-
Lessons Learned

Both states recognized that the key to the success of their programs – both in terms of increasing retirement security and in terms of feasibility – is achieving a large pool of participating employees. Thus, both states took the auto-IRA approach, which requires firms to automatically enroll their employees. This approach is necessary because: 1) small employers are not likely to offer plans on their own initiative (see Figure 1a), as evidenced by the lack of interest in simple savings products designed to serve small businesses; and 2) employees are much more likely to participate with auto-enrollment as evidenced from the experience of 401(k)s (see Figure 1b).

Furthermore, the employer mandate combined with automatic enrollment greatly diminishes marketing costs for providers, while a large asset base allows the state to command lower fees through institutional rather than retail pricing on program investments. Of course, this approach only works if workers actually stay in the program, i.e., they do not “opt-out,” and the California and Connecticut research offers valuable insights into this issue.

Figure 1a. Percentage of Workers at Small Firms Offered a Plan, 2014

![Figure 1a](image)

Note: Small firms are those with fewer than 100 workers. Source: U.S. Census Bureau (2015).

Figure 1b. 401(k) Participation Rates for Workers with Incomes Below $50,000, Without and With Auto-enrollment, 2014
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Source: Authors’ calculations from Vanguard (2015).
Lesson #1: High rates of participation can be achieved

As California and Connecticut select a default contribution rate, they must balance the benefit of producing more savings against the cost that more workers will opt out if they feel they need the money now. To study participation, California and Connecticut performed separate online benefit-enrollment experiments in which participants were randomly assigned to programs with different contribution rates and asked about their decisions to remain enrolled or opt out. For example, some respondents to Connecticut’s program saw the program described in the Box. A second group of workers saw a program with “3 percent of your pay” instead of the 6 percent highlighted in red in the Box, and a third group saw the contribution rate rise from 6 to 10 percent over four years. In California, workers saw a similar type of program description with either a 3-percent or 5-percent contribution rate. Changing the program descriptions slightly and seeing how workers respond shows how the level of the default contribution rate affects participation.

The results of both the California and Connecticut experiments are encouraging (see Figure 2). The participation rates range from 73 to 84 percent, de-

Box. Example of Program Shown to Respondents in Connecticut’s Experiment

*Imagine you’re offered the chance to participate in a retirement program at work. Please read the information about the program offered (below) and select the choice you’d likely make if this program were offered to you in reality.*

Your employer will automatically deduct a contribution each paycheck (just like it does for Social Security), and deposit the money into a retirement account in your name. Your savings will be invested and grow over time to provide you with income in retirement. Some important features of this program:

- **6 percent of your pay, or $60 per every $1,000 you earn, will be deducted and deposited into your account.** You can change how much you contribute to your account once a year and can stop contributing at any time by opting out of the program.
- **The money will be invested in a fund appropriate for someone your age, managed by a private company selected by the State of Connecticut.**
- **You can withdraw your contributions without penalty at any time; you pay taxes on your contributions up front.**
- **You can access all of your account balance (contributions plus investment earnings) without penalty or taxes when you retire.**

*Source: State of CT Retirement Security Board (2016).*

Figure 2. Percentage of Workers Who Would Participate, by Contribution Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program Description</th>
<th>California Experiment</th>
<th>Connecticut Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 percent</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 percent</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 percent escalating to 10 percent</td>
<td>6 percent</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sources: Overture Financial (2016); and State of CT Retirement Security Board (2016).*
will be used to provide a monthly income “like Social Security,” participation was higher than when they were told they could simply withdraw their account balances at retirement (as in the Box). This result suggests that states can consider offering a default annuity without sacrificing participation.

However, the news on guarantees is not as positive, mostly because providing a guarantee can come at a steep cost. When workers were told they would be guaranteed a 1-percent real rate of return but that their return was unlikely to be higher than 1 percent (as in a money market fund), participation was a full 15 percentage points lower than when such a guarantee was not included. Similarly, workers in the California survey preferred their money invested in a balanced fund relative to a money market fund by a ratio of two to one. On the other hand, both the California focus groups and employee survey showed that Latino and low-income workers were more loss-averse and, thus, more willing to sacrifice returns for security than higher-income workers.

Given the high cost of private market guarantees, California policymakers are currently choosing between two default investment options that offer some safeguards without unduly sacrificing returns. One is to start new participants with two to three years in a stable value or Treasury fund to protect account balances as participants get used to saving, and then transition them into a riskier investment strategy. The other is a collective defined contribution plan design that uses a gain/loss reserve to smooth participant returns with no explicit guarantee.

Ultimately, states considering offering a guarantee that limits long-term growth should be cautious about its effect on worker participation.

Lesson #2: Employer support is split, but they will not discourage participation

While employee participation is one key to the success of the program, employer reaction is also important. To understand how employers view the proposed programs, California interviewed employers and business associations in California, and Connecticut conducted focus groups of Connecticut employers. In addition, Connecticut worked with Nielsen, Inc. to conduct a phone survey of 199 small Connecticut employers that do not offer their employees a retirement plan and thus would be affected by the mandate. The results of this phone survey indicate that employers are split in their support of Connecticut’s program with 48 percent opposing and 40 percent supporting (see Figure 3).

Three main concerns drove employer opposition to the proposed programs. In Connecticut, employers expressed concern that the state could not manage the program effectively, citing the state’s struggles with its pension plans. Second, Connecticut employers did not like being “mandated” to offer a retirement plan and did not think that their employees should be “forced” to save for retirement. These concerns were echoed to some extent in California, though some business groups in the state saw the program as a beneficial employee recruitment and retention tool, leveling the playing field for small employers who often compete with larger employers. Finally, employers in both California and Connecticut worried about the administrative burden of enrolling employees and explaining the program to them.

This research suggests several ways to mitigate employer opposition. First, clarify that employees’ money will be managed by a private sector provider and kept separate from the state’s pension fund. Indeed, support in Connecticut was higher – at 61 percent – in an AARP survey that made it explicit that a private sector financial institution would manage employees’ accounts with the state simply offering oversight. Second, make it clear to employers that participation by employees is voluntary since they have the ability to opt out. Finally, minimize the administrative burden by, as suggested by California employers, including uniform eligibility requirements (i.e., no age or tenure requirements), limiting the frequency of employee contribution rate changes, having the recordkeeper rather than employers perform auto-escalation, and providing the employer with educational materials to give to employees.
Given the mixed support, an obvious concern is that employers might encourage workers not to participate. But the Connecticut phone survey suggests that this problem will not occur; just 9 percent indicated that they would encourage their workers to opt out (see Figure 4).

Figure 4. Percentage of Employers Who Would Encourage/Discourage Employees to Opt Out of Connecticut’s Proposed Program

![Figure 4](image)


Lesson #3: Implementation is the next challenge

Implementation is a key remaining challenge for states to resolve. To ensure an efficient and effective program, states should generally rely on proven platforms and techniques, as well as foster consistency across states, employers, and service providers. Specifically, states should have four main goals: minimize the employer burden, create a recordkeeping platform, comply with federal security requirements, and develop an enforcement mechanism.

1. Minimize employer burden

Minimizing employers’ administrative burden requires limiting their duties related to enrollment and payroll deduction to a bare minimum. The California study suggests a system in which the recordkeeper is responsible for almost all employee-level transactions and interactions including enrollment notices, opt-outs, employee contribution rate elections, communication, and auto-escalation. This approach would allow employers to simply upload employee data to the recordkeeping institution and implement payroll deduction under instructions from the recordkeeper. For employers that use full-service payroll processors, a national standard could be developed that allows recordkeepers for retirement plans to exchange this employee data with the payroll processors.

2. Create a recordkeeping platform for auto-IRAs

Recordkeeper platforms exist for auto-enrollment 401(k)s, but not auto-IRAs. Indeed, existing IRAs are designed for a retail audience, not institutional customers. Auto-IRAs require integration of some recordkeeping features used for IRAs and 401(k)s, while keeping the individual accountholder as the primary customer. Fortunately, the cost of developing this infrastructure is not a major barrier given the potential multi-billion dollar market. In addition, the California study recommends a phased roll-out starting with eligible large employers to work out any issues before enrolling a large number of smaller employers.

3. Comply with Patriot Act without affecting participation

While retail IRA providers normally meet Patriot Act “know-your-customer requirements” by obtaining signatures from accountholders, this task can pose a barrier to participation. The legal advisors to California’s program have suggested that state auto-IRA programs and recordkeepers may develop alternative protocols that meet Patriot Act requirements for risk-based customer identification programs. These might include reliance on employer verification of employee identity through I-9s and standard cross-checks against consumer reporting and other databases, and steps to validate the identity of participating employers. This approach may be worth considering for other states.

4. Develop an efficient enforcement mechanism

Compliance enforcement – ensuring that employers are participating and duly enrolling eligible workers – will also be critical for the program’s success. California is currently exploring, among other options, the state labor agency’s workers compensation insurance audit system as a potential model. This system uses private vendor data and routine employer payroll data reporting to the state, combined with statistical sampling techniques, to efficiently identify employers who are likely to be under-insured. Each state needs to explore its own enforcement capacities early on in the program design process.
Conclusion

Both the California and Connecticut feasibility studies find that high levels of employee participation would result from an employer requirement to offer an auto-IRA, and therefore that account balances and total plan assets would be high enough to allow their programs to cover their costs at relatively low fees. While employers have some objections to state savings programs, they will not discourage participation and may view the program differently if their administrative burden is minimized.

While these findings are promising, much remains to be settled. Neither California nor Connecticut has actually implemented its program, so the extent of the burden on employees and employers is unclear. And an effective implementation is important to the overall success of the programs.

Still, other states considering these initiatives should benefit from what California and Connecticut have learned and should view the auto-IRA approach as an extremely promising way to close their retirement coverage gap.
Endnotes

1 Munnell, Belbase, and Sanzenbacher (2016).


4 The most widely cited study (Madrian and Shea 2001) found that automatic enrollment increased 401(k) participation among new hires from 49 percent to 86 percent. Even after three years of service, participation with automatic enrollment was a third higher than before the feature was adopted.


6 While Connecticut’s experiment was given to individuals across the country and then re-weighted to represent Connecticut’s uncovered workers, California’s experiment was able to focus on just California workers because of its larger size. This focus on California workers has been proposed as one reason why participation rates in California’s experiment are lower than Connecticut’s, since workers in California indicated some distrust of the state government to run the program that may not have been present nationwide.

7 For more on the anchoring effect of defaults, see Beshears et al. (2009).

8 This finding was reversed and participation was lower when a deferred annuity was offered that used 15 percent of workers’ account balances at retirement to purchase an annuity that began payments at age 82, perhaps because workers worried they would not live to get the benefit.

9 Called a “Pooled IRA with Reserve Fund,” the collective defined contribution plan design is modeled after the SAFE Retirement Plan proposal described in Davis and Madland (2013).

10 AARP (2015).
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